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Introduction

This text is written in the context of a Google Summer of Code project. The goal of this
text is to give an overview of the work that has been done and to provide a starting point
for a discussion about the usability of printing dialogs.
I am not a usability expert, I’m a software engineer. So all remarks in this document come
out of my own experience, not any form of training.
This document will start by examining and discussing the printing dialogs used by other
major desktop environments, operating systems and applications. The evaluation of these
dialogs and features will lead to a mockup for a KDE print dialog.
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2.1

Other print dialogs
Mac OS X

The version of OS X used for this discussion is 10.4 Tiger. The printing dialog is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: The basic Mac OS X Tiger printing dialog

2.1.1

Overall impression

The Mac OS X printing dialog gives the user a lot of visual feedback about the current
settings. The state of the selected printer is indicated by a small icon right to the selection.
The indication takes very little place, yet is informative enough to alert the user when he
selects a printer with some problem. Additional status information about the printer is
not present. The icon is also shown in the drop down list alerting the user before he even
chooses the printer.
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Figure 2: The use of a small icon on the right of the selected printer to indicate a problem

Also when configuring the layout of the pages on the paper, the Mac OS X printing dialog
offers small examples. When the user wants to print multiple pages on a single sheet of
paper, the order of the pages on the sheet is shown graphically. The same concept is
used with the settings for duplex printing or the choice between landscape and portrait
(Figures 3(a) - 3(c)).
2.1.2

Ordering of the settings

There is a clear separation between different groups of settings. There are groups of settings, for example: ”Layout”, ”Copies and Pages”, ”Two sided printing” and ”Summary”.
These groups all have their own pane. Switching between the panes is done using a drop
down selection (Figure 5(a) - 5(b)).
This kind of switching between panes is very uncommon in the KDE desktop environment,
and is therefor not suitable. The use of a drop down selection has some benefits. The list of
groups is dynamic and can be quite large. The use of tabs would allow dynamic (variable
number of) groups, but cannot be used to switch between a large number of groups.
The clear separation between all groups makes it difficult for the user to get a global
picture of his settings. When confronted with a new dialog, the user has to check all panes
or choose the ”Summary” pane which offers a textual representation of the current settings.
Applications and print drivers can add panes to the dialog allowing application or printer
specific settings.
2.1.3

The use of presets

Just beneath the printer selection field the user can choose a preset. This drop down box
also offers the user the possibility to save the current settings as a new preset.
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2.1.4

Summary

The main features of the Mac OS X printing dialog are the visual clues the dialog offers
for certain settings. The use of a drop down box to select a settings pane allows the use of
a large and variable number of panes. Using a drop down box to switch is something Mac
OS X users are acustomed to, but KDE users are not. The drop down boxes also eliminate
several buttons for adding and configuring printers and saving and editing presets.
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(a) Visual feedback with duplex printing

(b) Visual feedback for page layout

(c) Visual feedback for color settings. The image reflects
the color settings

Figure 3: The use of visual examples for various settings
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Figure 4: The summary pane offers a textual representation of the current printer settings
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(a) Limited number of options

(b) More options

Figure 5: Applications and printers can add settings to the dialog. Both dialogs in these screenshots are for the same document in the same application, the only difference is the
selected printer.
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2.2

Adobe Acrobat

Here we will discuss the printing dialog used by Adobe Acrobat 8.
2.2.1

Overall impression

In Acrobat for Mac OS X, Acrobat simply extends the existing printing dialog using extra
settings panes. Figure 6(a) shows the extra settings.
On a Linux platform, Adobe uses a custom printing dialog. This dialog is shown in
Figure 6(b) and offers only a few options.
The reason we discuss the Acrobat printing dialog is it’s live preview feature. Both the
Mac and the Linux version of the dialog box offer the user a small live preview of what the
document will look like on paper.
2.2.2

Ordering of the settings

As mentioned before, Acrobat only extends the printing dialog on Mac OS X. The use of
the drop down box to select settings panes is therefor unchanged.
On Linux, Acrobat offers one big pane with all settings. Only settings regarding margins,
orientation, scaling and number of copies are shown. Because of this limited number of
settings, the use of a single pane is possible.
2.2.3

Summary

The Acrobat printing dialog on Mac OS X is simply an extension of the existing dialog. It
is interesting to see that the custom printer settings are integrated into the dialog without
the user even noticing it. The use of the drop down box to select a settings pane helps to
achieve this. On Linux the printing dialog offers very little options and is simply a large
pane containing widgets.
The live preview feature is present both on Mac and on Linux. It offers the user immediate
feedback regarding the settings currently in use. The fact that Acrobat can offer this
feature is probably related to the fact that the document to be printed is already a PDF
document and therefor more easy to show.
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(a) Acrobat printing dialog integrated into the Mac OS
X printing dialog

(b) Acrobat printing dialog on Linux

Figure 6: Printing dialogs for Adobe Acrobat on Mac OS X (6(a)) and Linux (6(b))
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2.3

Microsoft Vista

Here we will take a closer look at the printing dialogs in Vista. The version that is being
used is Home Premium. I am not aware of any differences between the printing dialog of
this version and the other versions of the Vista OS.
The only version of Vista I could access was an all Dutch version. So the dialogs are all
localized. Future versions of this document may include english screenshots if I can obtain
them.
2.3.1

Overall impression

The Vista OS uses different printing dialogs for different applications. Figure 7 shows
a print dialog for Internet Explorer and Figure 8 shows the dialog for an Office 2007
document.
The Vista OS printing dialog uses small icons similar to those in the Mac OS X printing
dialog to give information about the status of the printer. The icons in the Vista OS
printing dialog are displayed inside the printer selection drop down box.

Figure 7: Vista printing dialog for an Internet Explorer document

Both dialogs offer some visual examples of the settings. One thing that is missing is the
preview function. When the user wants a preview, he must choose this function from a
menu, not from the printing dialog.
Applications in Vista often offer the option to “just print” in their menu. This option is
located near the regular printing menu item. It sends the current document to the printer
using some default settings.
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Figure 8: Vista printing dialog for an Office 2007 document

2.3.2

Ordering of the settings

The Vista printing dialogs all resemble the Acrobat printing dialog on Linux discussed
above. The settings are all layed out on one big pane. The printing pane for IE in Figure 7
shows a tabbed printing dialog. The first tab containing the printer settings and the second
the document options. The Office printing dialog offers only one settings pane.
Configuring advanced settings or printer specific settings can be done by pressing a button.
Figure 9 shows an example of a dialog that is activated by pressing the button to configure
the printer.
2.3.3

The use of presets

The Vista OS printing dialog for Internet Explorer offers a button to activate, create and
edit printing presets. The button is visible in Figure 7, it is called “Voorkeurinstellingen”.
The Office printing dialog does not offer this feature.
2.3.4

Summary

The Vista printing dialogs offer very little visual feedback to the user. It is impossible to
get a preview from the printing dialog. Options regarding the sorting of pages are explained
using an image.
The existence of multiple printing dialogs can be confusing for users. The single pane
containing all settings makes it hard to include application or printer specific options in
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Figure 9: Printer specific settings dialog in Vista

the printing dialog, like the Mac OS X printing dialog does. Printer specific options have
to be configured in a different dialog.
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2.4

GNOME

This section evaluates the printing dialog in the current GNOME 2.18 desktop environment. The evaluation is based on the printing dialog offered by the “GNOME 2.2 print
architecture User Interface”.
2.4.1

Overall impression

(a) Printer selection

(b) Job settings

(c) Paper settings

(d) Layout settings

Figure 10: The GNOME 2.18 printing dialog

The GNOME printing dialog shown in Figures 10(a) - 10(d) offers many visual examples for
various settings. There is visual feedback for page orientation, sorting of copies and page
layout1 . One difference between the previews offered by the GNOME printing dialog and
the Acrobat printing dialog discussed above is that the GNOME printing dialog doesn’t
show the actual document.
The GNOME printing dialog lets users select a printer using a table. This table also
provides information about the current status of the different printers. There is no icon
used to indicate the status of the printer.
The GNOME printing dialog offers only a few configuration parameters compared to the
Mac OS X printing dialog or the current KDE printing dialog. Settings regarding margins,
ink usage, color handling are not visible.
1

In the version I tested the visual example for the page layout, Figure 10(d) didn’t update. I assume
this is a bug and the right image is there to represent the current active settings.
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There is no way to save the current settings, nor is there a way to load predefined settings.
2.4.2

Ordering of the settings

The GNOME printing dialog is divided into four tabbed panes. The use of tabs allows
applications and printer specific settings to be integrated into the dialog. The printer
specific settings are not integrated as a tab, they are accessible in a different dialog that is
activated by a button.
The use of four different tabs leads to very clear and simple panes. Every pane has room
for a large visual preview and only contains a small number of settings.
2.4.3

Summary

The GNOME printing dialog splits the configuration between four panes. The results are
four simple panes with room for visual examples. The GNOME printing dialog lacks some
settings and doesn’t offer predefined settings.
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3

Proposal

The proposal for the KDE print dialog is shown in Figure 11. It is similar to the GNOME
and Mac OS X print dialogs in that it splits the available options. Having multiple panes
leads to simple panes like the ones in the GNOME print dialog. This allows the panes to
have large examples of the print result.

Name:
Presets:

My Printer
High quality image

1
Pages
2
Layout
3

Depends on the current icon selection. It can
display more information about the printer (or file
selection dialog when printing to PDF),
Information about the pages that are selected for
the printing job, information and settings about
the way the pages are positioned on the paper or
information about ink usage (b/w, color, draft,
presentation, photo etc)

Ink
Preview

Cancel

Print

Figure 11: Proposal for a new KDE print dialog

A preview could be shown in all of the panes, some of the panes or to the right of the
panes. If possible, the preview should show the actual document as it will be printed.
Much like the Acrobat print dialog does. Besides the preview, a visual explanation should
be included for settings like: sorting, page orientation, duplex printing and multiple pages
per sheet options.
Preview functions in the printing architectures discussed in this document all work one
way: the user chooses some values for various settings, asks for a preview and is offered to
print using the active settings. The user never gets a chance to alter any of his settings. He
has to close the preview, start the printing process from scratch and adjust the settings. It
would be nice if the preview could work in two directions: The user chooses some values,
asks for a preview and can adjust the values while looking at the preview. The preview
should reflect the change in settings. This would allow the user to really experiment with
margins, page layout and other settings.
One disadvantage of splitting the dialog causes is a lack of overview. In both the Mac OS
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X and the GNOME print dialog, the user has to go through all panes in order to know all
settings. This is the main reason I would use the icons on the left. By using SVG images
for these icons, the icons can provide feedback about the configuration currently active in
that pane.
The layout icon could show four pages on a sheet for example. The ink icon could be black
and white or grayscale only depending on the current ink selection. Not all settings can
be visually represented using a single small icon. Nevertheless, the icon provides the user
with an immediate visual representation of some of the settings.
Whether the use of icons allows the integration of both application and printer specific
settings is something that has to be examined. Adding icons is possible, but a large
number of icons would make the dialog to complex. A very large number of panes like in
Mac OS X (Figure ??) is impossible.
This is the reason for the use of icons to select the different setting panes. While HCI
guidelines may consider them a bad solution, they offer a way to get an quick overview of
the active settings without having to activate every single pane.
A number of printing dialogs use small icons to provide information about the current
printer status. This technique is also used in the mockup.
The use of presets is not included in the mockup. The use of a selection box to choose, create
and edit presets like in the Mac OS X dialog looks like a good solution. Documentation
of the Mac printing architecture mentions a “simplified” printing dialog. A simplified
printing dialog on KDE could exist of a printer selection and preset selection drop down
box (Figure 12). This would allow quick and easy printing using user or application defined
presets. The simplified dialog offers the user a way to get the full dialog.

Name:
Presets:

My Printer
High quality image

Preview

More options

Cancel

Print

Figure 12: Possibility of a simplified KDE print dialog
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What’s next?

So what now? I hope this document will spark a discussion on the design of the KDE
printing dialog. I repeat: “I am not a usability expert”, and I would like to hear from
people who are. Pointers to documents on usability and HCI are welcome at the email
adres: rgc+gsoc@rgc.be. If you want to know more, keep an eye on http://rgcgsoc.
wordpress.com.
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